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DISTRICT MISSION STATEMENT 

Our mission in the Egg Harbor Township School District is to partner with the student, family, 
school, and community to provide a safe learning environment that addresses rigorous and 
relevant 21st Century standards and best practices which will develop academic scholarship, 
integrity, leadership, citizenship, and the unique learning style of students, while encouraging 
them to develop a strong work ethic and to act responsibly in their school community and 
everyday society. 

CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 

Mission: 

New Jersey's Office of Career and Technical Education seeks to prepare students for career 
opportunities of the 21st century, succeed as global citizens and support healthy economic 
growth for New Jersey.  Career and Technical Education prepares students to succeed as global 
citizens for career opportunities for the 21st Century and to support healthy economic growth 
within the state. 

INTRODUCTION 

The most precious resource teachers have is time.  Regardless of how much time a course is 
scheduled for, it is never enough to accomplish all that one would like.  Therefore, it is imperative 
that teachers utilize the time they have wisely in order to maximize the potential for all students 
to achieve the desired learning. 

High quality educational programs are characterized by clearly stated goals for student learning, 
teachers who are well-informed and skilled in enabling students to reach those goals, program 
designs that allow for continuous growth over the span of years of instruction, and ways of 
measuring whether students are achieving program goals.  

EGG HARBOR TOWNSHIP SCHOOL DISTRICT CURRICULUM TEMPLATE 

The Egg Harbor Township School District has embraced the backward-design model as the 
foundation for all curriculum development for the educational program.  When reviewing 
curriculum documents and the Egg Harbor Township curriculum template, aspects of the 
backward-design model will be found in the stated enduring understandings/essential questions, 
unit assessments, and instructional activities.  Familiarization with backward-design is critical to 
working effectively with Egg Harbor Township’s curriculum guides. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES: WHAT IS BACKWARD DESIGN? 

WHAT IS UNDERSTANDING BY DESIGN? 

“Backward design” is an increasingly common approach to planning curriculum and 
instruction.  As its name implies, “backward design” is based on defining clear goals, providing 
acceptable evidence of having achieved those goals, and then working ‘backward’ to identify what 



 
 

actions need to be taken that will ensure that the gap between the current status and the desired 
status is closed.  

Building on the concept of backward design, Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe (2005) have 
developed a structured approach to planning programs, curriculum, and instructional units. Their 
model asks educators to state goals; identify deep understandings, pose essential questions, and 
specify clear evidence that goals, understandings, and core learning have been achieved. 

Program based on backward design use desired results to drive decisions. With this design, there 
are questions to consider, such as: What should students understand, know, and be able to do? 
What does it look like to meet those goals? What kind of program will result in the outcomes 
stated?   How will we know students have achieved that result?  What other kinds of evidence 
will tell us that we have a quality program? These questions apply regardless of whether they are 
goals in program planning or classroom instruction. 

The backward design process involves three interrelated stages for developing an entire 
curriculum or a single unit of instruction. The relationship from planning to curriculum design, 
development, and implementation hinges upon the integration of the following three stages. 

Stage I:  Identifying Desired Results:  Enduring understandings, essential questions, knowledge 
and skills need to be woven into curriculum publications, documents, standards, and scope and 
sequence materials.  Enduring understandings identify the “big ideas” that students will grapple 
with during the course of the unit.  Essential questions provide a unifying focus for the unit and 
students should be able to answer more deeply and fully these questions as they proceed through 
the unit.  Knowledge and skills are the “stuff” upon which the understandings are built.  

Stage II:  Determining Acceptable Evidence: Varied types of evidence are specified to ensure that 
students demonstrate attainment of desired results.  While discrete knowledge assessments 
(e.g.: multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, short answer, etc…) will be utilized during an instructional 
unit, the overall unit assessment is performance-based and asks students to demonstrate that 
they have mastered the desired understandings.  These culminating (summative) assessments are 
authentic tasks that students would likely encounter in the real-world after they leave 
school.  They allow students to demonstrate all that they have learned and can do.  To 
demonstrate their understandings students can explain, interpret, apply, provide critical and 
insightful points of view, show empathy and/or evidence self-knowledge.  Models of student 
performance and clearly defined criteria (i.e.: rubrics) are provided to all students in advance of 
starting work on the unit task.  

Stage III:  Designing Learning Activities:  Instructional tasks, activities, and experiences are aligned 
with stages one and two so that the desired results are obtained based on the identified evidence 
or assessment tasks.  Instructional activities and strategies are considered only once stages one 
and two have been clearly explicated.  Therefore, congruence among all three stages can be 
ensured and teachers can make wise instructional choices.  

At the curricular level, these three stages are best realized as a fusion of research, best practices, 
shared and sustained inquiry, consensus building, and initiative that involves all stakeholders. In 
this design, administrators are instructional leaders who enable the alignment between the 
curriculum and other key initiatives in their district or schools. These leaders demonstrate a clear 
purpose and direction for the curriculum within their school or district by providing support for 



 
 

implementation, opportunities for revision through sustained and consistent professional 
development, initiating action research activities, and collecting and evaluating materials to 
ensure alignment with the desired results. Intrinsic to the success of curriculum is to show how it 
aligns with the overarching goals of the district, how the document relates to district, state, or 
national standards, what a high quality educational program looks like, and what excellent 
teaching and learning looks like. Within education, success of the educational program is realized 
through this blend of commitment and organizational direction. 

INTENT OF THE GUIDE 

This guide is intended to provide teachers with course objective and possible activities, as well as 
assist the teacher in planning and delivering instruction in accordance with the New Jersey Core 
Curriculum Content Standards.  The guide is not intended to restrict or limit the teacher’s 
resources or individual instruction techniques.  It is expected that the teacher will reflectively 
adjust and modify instruction and units during the course of normal lessons depending on the 
varying needs of the class, provided such modified instruction attends to the objectives and 
essential questions outlined below. 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Unit Name:  THE ECONOMY AND YOU Time Frame:  Approx. 3 weeks 
 
Author:  Egg Harbor Township High School Academy of Law and Business 
 
UNIT 1 – THE ECONOMY AND YOU 
 
Subject:  HN INTRO TO BUSINESS Country:  USA 
 
Course/Grade:  Intro to Business/9 State/Group:  NJ 
 
School:  Egg Harbor Township High School 
 
CHAPTER SUMMARY 
Businesses make a profit by selling goods and services to people.  Business decisions impact 
consumers, the people who use goods and services, and deciding which goods and services to offer.  
Both people and countries must make decisions about resources.  Scarcity of economic resources 
forces every country to develop an economic system.  Businesses provide goods and services that 
satisfy the consumers’ wants and needs.   
 
UNIT/CHAPTER RESOURCES 
Glencoe Intro to Business Text for readings 
Student Worksheets for discussion and reinforcement of content 
 “Umps Fwat” printed booklet and teacher created worksheet 
Decision making model/Scarcity examples 
“I Pencil” and supporting pages 
Stossel in the Classroom – 2012 “Entrepreneurship” 
“Entrepreneurship” supporting pages 
 
Internet Resource Links: 
Powell Center for Economic Foundation  http://www.powellinfo.org/umpsfwat.html 
I Pencil - http://ipencilmovie.org/  (needs to be unblocked) 
 
STAGE ONE 
 
CAREER READY PRACTICES: 

 CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills 

 CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions 

 CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies 

 CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them 

 CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and effective management 

 CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity 

 CRP12. Work productively in teams while using cultural global competence 
 
 
9.2 CAREER AWARENESS, EXPLORATION, AND PREPARATION: 
 

http://www.powellinfo.org/umpsfwat.html
http://ipencilmovie.org/


 
 

 9.2.12.C.4 Analyze how economic conditions and societal changes influence employment 
trends and future education 

 knowledge, skills, abilities, and9.2.12.C.8 Assess the impact of litigation and court decisions on 
employment laws and practices 

 9.2.12.C.9 Analyze the correlation between personal and financial behavior and employability. 
resources required for owning and managing a business 

 
9.3 CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION: 
 

 9.3.12.BM.1 Utilize mathematical concepts, skills and problem solving to obtain necessary 
information for decision‐making in business.   

 9.3.12.BM.2 Describe laws, rules and regulations as they apply to effective business 
operations.   

 9.3.12.BM.3 Explore, develop and apply strategies for ensuring a successful business career.   

 9.3.12.BM.4 Identify, demonstrate and implement solutions in managing effective business 
customer relationships.   

 9.3.12.BM.5 Implement systems, strategies and techniques used to manage information in a 
business.   

 9.3.12.BM.6 Implement, monitor and evaluate business processes to ensure efficiency and 
quality results.  

 

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.1 Describe and follow laws and regulations affecting business operations and 
transactions.   

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.2 Plan, monitor, manage and maintain the use of financial resources to ensure 
a business’s financial wellbeing.   

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.3 Access, evaluate and disseminate information for business decision 
making.   

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.4 Plan, monitor and manage day‐to‐day business activities to sustain 
continued business functioning.   

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.5 Plan, organize and manage an organization/department to achieve business 
goals.   

 

 9.3.21.BM‐MGT.1 Describe and follow laws and regulations affecting business operations and 
transactions.   

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.2 Access, evaluate and disseminate information for business decision 
making.   

 

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.3 Apply economic concepts fundamental to global business operations.   
 

 
  

 
  
  
  
  
  



 
 

 
 
 
 
ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 
Students will understand that: 

 Businesses exist to satisfy the needs and wants of society, motivated by profit and 
competition. 

 Nations do not have enough factors of production to produce everything their population 
wants.  

 Three types of Economic systems determine how resources will be used. 
 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 What is the difference between a need and a want? 

 How do businesses satisfy needs and wants? 

 How is the decision making model used in your personal life and in business applications? 

 What is the free market system and how does it affect the economy? 

 What are resources of production? 

 What is an entrepreneur? 

 How does scarcity require individuals to make decisions about resources? 

 Is it easy to conduct business in America? 

 What type of economic system does the United States have? 
 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Students will know that: 

 Basic Economic Concepts in business involves examining the needs and wants of customers in 
direct relationship to limited resources. 

 Business Activities are motivated by profit and competition. 
 
Students will be able to 

 State the difference between wants and needs 

 Describe how resources limit the number of wants people and businesses can satisfy 

 Explain how to use the decision-making process to make the most of your resources  

 Explain how profit and competition motivate businesses 

 List the activities businesses undertake when developing products and services 

 Explain how business impacts citizens and how citizens impact business 

 Explain the principal of “scarcity” and “opportunity cost” 

 Name the  four factors of production and incorporate them into an idea for a sole 
proprietorship 

 Define entrepreneurship and identify several successful entrepreneurs 

 Define economics and name the four basic economic questions 

 Name three different economic systems and correlate the four basic economic questions to the 
different systems. 

 
STAGE TWO 
 
PERFORMANCE TASKS 



 
 

1. After initial discussion of needs and wants, students will analyze an entrepreneurial business 
started by a caveman (Ump) to create a product that was needed (fwat) for the community to 
more effectively play a baseball-like game (fwap).  Because of Ump’s ideas, additional ideas 
were created by others.  This example shows how a small proprietorship identified a need for a 
marketable product, thus creating jobs and stimulating the economy.  Students will utilize this 
example to come up with their own business idea. 

 
2. Students will watch “I, Pencil” to gain an understanding of the various resources it takes to 

make a product that is often taken for granted.  Creating a single pencil, affects the economy 
in vast ways.  Students will think of another product to create their own “I, _____” story. 

3. Recalling the ideas of “Ump’s Fwat” and “I,Pencil”,  students will come up with their own 
product/proprietorship.  They will create a project booklet outlining the four factors of 
production for their proprietorship.  This project booklet will be used in the next unit. 

 
OTHER EVIDENCE 
Vocabulary quizzes 
Chapter tests 
Completion of assigned worksheets 
Classroom discussion and interaction during activities 
 
STAGE THREE 
 
LEARNING PLAN 
A Look at Needs and Wants: 

 Distribute decision making model worksheet and discuss how resources can be limited leading 
to our inherent use of making decisions based on importance. 

 Students will identify wants, needs, private wants, and public wants by creating a hands on, 
kinesthetic activity. 

 While examining situations of limited time, space, and money, students use the decision 
making model to examine what is important to them and what they would give up to get 
something else. (i.e. opportunity cost) 

 Chapter worksheets assigned for reinforcement, closure, or homework/study guide. 
 
Business Activities: 

 Students view video “Ump’s Fwat” and answer questions.  Students formulate their own ideas 
of what types of business they would create to fulfill a “need”. 

 Student ideas will be used in the next chapter. 

 Chapter worksheets assigned for reinforcement, closure, or homework/study guide. 
 
Economic Resources: 

 Distribute worksheets for “I, Pencil” that students will complete during the brief film. 

 Students write their own version of the story. 

 Following discussion of factors of production, students will create their own project booklet for 
their own proprietorship. 

 View Stossel segment on “Entrepreneurship”, identify successful American entrepreneurs, and 
discuss why the United States is a good place to start a business. 

 Chapter worksheets assigned for reinforcement, closure, or homework/study guide. 



 
 

 
Economic Systems: 

 Utilizing Venn Diagram or Table, students discuss, compare, and contrast the various types of 
economies. 

 Students answer the four economic questions for each type of economy. 

 Chapter worksheets assigned for reinforcement, closure, or homework/study guide. 
  



 
 

 
Unit Name:  BUSINESS OWNERSHIP AND OPERATIONS Time Frame:  Approx. 7 weeks 
 
Author:  Egg Harbor Township High School Academy of Law and Business 
 
UNIT 2 – BUSINESS OWNERSHIP AND OPERATIONS 
 
Subject:  HN INTRO TO BUSINESS Country:  USA 
 
Course/Grade:  Intro Business/9 State/Group:  NJ 
 
School:  Egg Harbor Township High School 
 
UNIT SUMMARY 
Sole proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations are the most common forms of business 
organizations.  Service companies, manufacturers, and merchandisers are the three most common 
types of businesses.  There are many career opportunities within all functions of business. 
 
UNIT RESOURCES 
Glencoe Intro to Business Text for readings 
Student Worksheets for discussion and reinforcement of content 
 
 
Internet Resource Links: 
Ocean Spray web site – http://www.oceanspray.com/Who-We-Are/Heritage/Our-History.aspx  
Florida’s Natural web site – http://www.floridasnatural.com/co-op/history  
Coin Career Database – www.coin3.com (lnj14982/ehths) 
 
STAGE ONE 
 
GOALS AND STANDARDS 

CAREER READY PRACTICES: 

 CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial well-being. 

 CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. 

 CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation. 

 CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies. 

 CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

 CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and effective management. 

 CRP12. Work productively in teams while using cultural global competence 
 

9.2 CAREER AWARENESS, EXPLORATION, AND PREPARATION: 
 

 9.2.12.C.6 Investigate entrepreneurship opportunities as options for career planning and 
identify the knowledge, skills, abilities 

 9.2.12.C.9 Analyze the correlation between personal and financial behavior and employability. 
resources required for owning and managing a business 

 

http://www.oceanspray.com/Who-We-Are/Heritage/Our-History.aspx
http://www.floridasnatural.com/co-op/history
http://www.coin3.com/


 
 

 
9.3 CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION: 
Content Area Technology: 
 
 

 9.3.12.BM.2 Describe laws, rules and regulations as they apply to effective business 
operations.   

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.1 Describe and follow laws and regulations affecting business operations and 
transactions.   

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.2 Plan, monitor, manage and maintain the use of financial resources to ensure 
a business’s financial wellbeing.   

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.3 Access, evaluate and disseminate information for business decision  

 9.3.21.BM‐MGT.1 Describe and follow laws and regulations affecting business operations and 
transactions.   

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.2 Access, evaluate and disseminate information for business decision 
making.   

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.3 Apply economic concepts fundamental to global business operations.   

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.4 Employ and manage techniques, strategies and systems to enhance 
business relationships.   

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.5 Plan, monitor, manage and maintain the use of financial resources to 
ensure a business’s 

 financial wellbeing.   

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.6 Plan, monitor and manage day‐to‐day business activities to sustain 
continued business functioning.   

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.7 Plan, organize and manage an organization/department to achieve business 
goals.   

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.8 Create strategic plans used to manage business growth, profit and goals.   
 
 

  
  

 
  
  
  

 
ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 
Students will understand that: 

 There are three primary ways to organize a US business.  

 Other business organizations include cooperatives, franchises, and non-profit organizations. 

 There are various types of businesses, such as producers, processors, manufacturers, 
intermediaries, wholesalers, retailers, and service businesses. 

 There are five functions of business (i.e. production/procurement, marketing, management, 
finance, and accounting) which both depend upon and are sometimes in conflict with each 
other. 

 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 



 
 

 What different types of business can you identify locally, nationally, and globally? 

 How are businesses formed?  

 What are the advantages and disadvantages of different forms of business? 

 What are the various functions within a business?  How do they help each other?  Can you 
think of ways that the various functions conflict with one another? 

 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Students will know that: 

 Sole proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations are the most common forms of business 
organizations.  Cooperatives, nonprofits, and franchises are other forms. 

 There are many different types of businesses, but service companies, manufacturers, and 
merchandisers are the three most popular.   

 Businesses have five primary functions within each business, regardless of the type and 
organization of business.  

 There are many career opportunities within all functions of business. 
 
Students will be able to 

 Name the common forms of business and will describe advantages and disadvantages of each. 

 Compare and contrast cooperatives and franchises. 

 Describe how the differences between profit and nonprofit companies. 

 Name the five primary functions of business and research at least one career opportunity 
within each function.  
 

 
STAGE TWO 
 
PERFORMANCE TASKS 

1. Students will revisit their proprietorship idea and compare their company to other companies 
that their classmates created.  Students will create a chart depicting how several companies 
can come together as partnerships.  Students will then create a partnership with one or more 
of their classmates and will report to the class on how the “partnership” will carry on and 
what responsibilities each partner will take on.   

2. Students will complete career research within the various functions of business. 
 
OTHER EVIDENCE 
Vocabulary quizzes 
Chapter test 
Completion of assigned worksheets 
Classroom discussion and interaction during activities 
 
STAGE THREE 
 
LEARNING PLAN 
Types of Business Organizations: 

 Students will think of as many businesses locally that they can think of by listing on stations 
around the room. 

 Students will then identify the types of business they are. 



 
 

 Introduce the forms of business via PowerPoint presentation and class discussion of student 
lists. 

 Students identify advantages and disadvantages of proprietorships and partnerships 

 Display student resource booklets for all students to see.  Distribute teacher created listing of 
all the businesses.  Students read each others’ booklets to combine businesses, after which 
they will seek a partner or partners to combine businesses. 

 Students will visit the Ocean Spray™ cooperative site for a history on the cranberry 
cooperative, which had roots in New Jersey.  Students will identify several other cooperatives. 

 Discuss corporations and revisit “Ump’s Fwat” discussion, whereby as Ump’s business got 
larger, he issued shares of stocks and declared dividends. 

 Discuss franchises and have students identify local franchises and research franchise 
agreements.   

 Chapter worksheets assigned for reinforcement, closure, or homework/study guide. 
 
Types and Functions of Business: 

 Through teacher PowerPoint and discussion, discuss different types of businesses. 

 Students will identify service, manufacturers, and merchandisers.  Also discuss wholesalers 
and intermediaries. 

 Introduce and discuss the functions within a business.  Students will use Coin Career Library to 
research at least one career within each of the functions.  Students will share results with 
classmates. 

 Chapter worksheets assigned for reinforcement, closure, or homework/study guide. 
 

 
Unit Name:  BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, THE VERSATILE 
EMPLOYEE,  AND LEADERSHIP IN MANAGEMENT 

Time Frame:  Approx. 7 weeks 

 
Author:  Egg Harbor Township High School Academy of Law and Business 
 
UNIT 3 – BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, THE VERSATILE EMPLOYEE, AND LEADERSHIP IN MANAGEMENT 
 
Subject:  HN INTRO TO BUSINESS Country:  USA 
 
Course/Grade:  Intro Business/9 State/Group:  NJ 
 
School:  Egg Harbor Township High School 
 
UNIT SUMMARY 
The purpose of management is to set and achieve goals for the company.  Businesses have many 
different management structures that can be adopted.  A successful employee must understand 
his/her personality style and recognize how to work more effectively with clients and co-workers.  
Leaders develop a vision for the organization that they are leading.  Leaders may use different 
leadership styles and it is important to know how to interact with each type of leader. 
 
UNIT RESOURCES 
Glencoe Intro to Business Text for readings 
Working Smart Workbook for group projects 



 
 

Student Worksheets for discussion and reinforcement of content 
 
Internet Resource Links: 
Various business websites to look at Annual Reports to see business description, subsidiaries, 
organization charts, top management, boards of directors, etc. 
 
STAGE ONE 
 
 

 CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee. 

 CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills. 

 CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. 

 CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions. 

 CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation. 

 CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies. 

 CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and effective management. 

 CRP10. Plan education and career paths aligned to personal goals. 
 
 

9.2 CAREER AWARENESS, EXPLORATION, AND PREPARATION: 
 

 9.2.12.C.1 Review career goals and determine steps necessary for attainment 

 9.2.12.C.3 Identify transferable career skills and design alternate career plans. 

 9.2.12.C.4 Analyze how economic conditions and societal changes influence employment 
trends and future education 

 9.2.12.C.5 Research career opportunities in the United States and abroad that require 
knowledge of world languages and diverse cultures 

 9.2.12.C.6 Investigate entrepreneurship opportunities as options for career planning and 
identify the knowledge, skills, abilities, and education 

 9.2.12.C.9 Analyze the correlation between personal and financial behavior and employability. 
resources required for owning and managing a business 

 
 
9.3 CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION: 
Content Area Technology: 

 
9.3.12.BM.2 Describe laws, rules and regulations as they apply to effective business operations.   
9.3.12.BM.3 Explore, develop and apply strategies for ensuring a successful business career.   
 

  
  

 
ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 
Students will understand that: 

 There are four functions of management – planning, organizing, leading, controlling. 

 To be a versatile worker, it is necessary to know how you work, learn, and communicate with 
others. 



 
 

 You will meet many types of leaders in your lifetime.  It is important to get to know leadership 
traits and emulate them if leadership is your goal.  These skills and qualities can be learned 
and practiced. 

 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 What is the purpose of management? 

 Can you describe four functions of management? 

 How is management structured? 

 Do you think you would make a good manager? 

 What is communication in business and why is it important to understand types of business 
communication? 

 What is leadership and what are the qualities of a good leader? 

 What are the various leadership styles and how do you know with whom you would work 
well? 

 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Students will know that: 

 Management is responsible for four functions in business:  planning, organizing, leading, and 
controlling. 

 Recognizing your own personality style will help you get along better with co-workers, 
customers, and managers.  Sometimes it is necessary to be versatile to change your style to 
more effectively match that of the expectations of your manager. 

 Leadership qualities include motivation, confidence, being able to communicate, and integrity. 

 Leadership skills can be learned. 

 There are three types of leaders and several different methods of working in teams. 
 
Students will be able to: 
Management Functions and Structures: 

 Describe the overall purpose of management 

 Discuss the four functions of management 

 Identify the differences between management structures 

 Name six skills necessary for effective management 
The Versatile Employee: 

 Familiarize themselves with various social styles and recognize their personal style  

 Apply versatility skills to hypothetical situations 

 Read and research various ways employees and management communicate and present 
findings to classmates 

 Practice communication skills in various hypothetical situations 
Leadership Qualities and Styles: 

 Define leadership and describe the qualities of a leader 

 Name at least three ways in which an individual can develop leadership skills 

 Identify and describe the autocratic, democratic, and free-rein leadership styles 

 Describe the self-management team approach and the two ways in which such an approach is 
organized 
 
 

STAGE TWO 



 
 

 
PERFORMANCE TASKS 

1. Students will complete a survey to identify personality styles and will work with others to 
create a T-shirt design depicting their style prior to knowing the terminology and traits for 
their style.  

2. Students will work in small groups to prepare and present a talk on workplace communication. 
3. Students will role play employee-leadership styles. 

 
 
OTHER EVIDENCE 
Vocabulary quizzes 
Chapter test 
Completion of assigned worksheets 
Classroom discussion and interaction during activities 
 
STAGE THREE 
 
LEARNING PLAN 
Management Functions and Structures: 

 Discussion and presentation via teacher created PowerPoint and text readings 

 Students meet with “partnership” group to define management in their own companies. 

 Chapter worksheets assigned for reinforcement, closure, or homework/study guide. 
Social Styles and Workplace Communication: 

 Students complete personality inventory and tabulate results into three general categories 
(“smilies” <passive>,” check marks” <assertive>,” stars” <drivers>).  Depending upon results, 
students get together with students having same symbol results and work together to create a 
design for a T-shirt of their social style.  (Students do not know what their style is called.) 
Students will hear a description of their T-shirt and will then reveal their shirt.  Results should 
correspond to historical results.  After all shirts are revealed, social style names will be 
revealed. 

 Students will define versatility and come up with ways to recognize other styles and how they 
can modify interaction with other styles to get better results. 

 Student count off into groups and are assigned sections of workplace communication topics 
from “Working Smart” to read and present to class in a presentation style of their choice.  
After all presentations are made, communication is summed up in teacher created 
PowerPoint. 

 Students are introduced to the “I Statement” form of communication.  Students practice I 
Statements for a number of different situations.   

Leadership Qualities and Leadership Styles: 

 Leadership qualities and styles are presented via PowerPoint and text readings. 

 Students recognize the interaction of their social styles and various leadership styles. 

 Students role play versatility skills of social styles vs. three leadership styles. 

 Chapter worksheets assigned for reinforcement, closure, or homework/study guide. 
 

 
  



 
 

Unit Name:  TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION FOR BUSINESS Time Frame:  Approx. 3 weeks 
 
Author:  Egg Harbor Township High School Academy of Law and Business 
 
UNIT 4 – TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 
 
Subject:  HN INTRO TO BUSINESS Country:  USA 
 
Course/Grade:  Intro Business/9 State/Group:  NJ 
 
School:  Egg Harbor Township High School 
 
UNIT SUMMARY 
Businesses use various forms of computer applications to conduct business.  It is necessary that all 
employees have a good foundation in the use of integrating Microsoft Office into daily use.  
Particularly, students should be proficient in the integrated use of Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. 
 
UNIT RESOURCES 
Glencoe Intro to Business Text for readings 
Teacher created exercises 
 
Internet Resource Links: 
Microsoft Online Template Gallery - http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/templates/  
 
STAGE ONE 
 
GOALS AND STANDARDS 
 
9.2 CAREER AWARENESS, EXPLORATION, AND PREPARATION: 
 

 9.2.12.C.1 Review career goals and determine steps necessary for attainment 

 9.2.12.C.3 Identify transferable career skills and design alternate career plans. 

 9.2.12.C.6 Investigate entrepreneurship opportunities as options for career planning and 
identify the 

 knowledge, skills, abilities, and 
 
9.3 CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION: 
Content Area Technology: 

  
9.3.12.BM.1 Utilize mathematical concepts, skills and problem solving to obtain necessary 
information for decision‐making in business.   

 9.3.12.BM.6 Implement, monitor and evaluate business processes to ensure efficiency and 
quality results.  

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.2 Plan, monitor, manage and maintain the use of financial resources to ensure 
a business’s financial wellbeing.   

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.3 Access, evaluate and disseminate information for business decision making.   

http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/templates/


 
 

 9.3.12.BM‐BIM.5 Plan, organize and manage an organization/department to achieve business 
goals.   

 

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.4 Employ and manage techniques, strategies and systems to enhance 
business relationships.   

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.5 Plan, monitor, manage and maintain the use of financial resources to 
ensure a business’s financial wellbeing.   

 9.3.12.BM‐MGT.8 Create strategic plans used to manage business growth, profit and goals.   
 
ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 
Students will understand that: 

 Properly formatted letters and memos are integral in professional business communications 

 It is important to become proficient in basic use of MS Office applications 

 Word and Excel can be used in conjunction with one another in preparing form letters and 
other types of correspondence 

 It is important to follow directions when completing business tasks for clients and customers.  
 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 What types of technology are used in business? 

 How can computer applications be used in conjunction with one another to complete business 
tasks? 

 Can you proficiently use MS Word, Excel, and PowerPoint? 

 If someone requested you to make a proposal for services, do you think you can do it 
satisfactorily? 

 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Students will know that: 

 Learning to use Microsoft Office is an important basic business skill 

 Completing business tasks means being able to follow directions 
 
Students will be able to 

 Format block style business letters and memos using MS Word. Modify a template for any 
application. 

 Create a database in Excel and/or Access 

 Create a form letter, memo, and invitation in Word and merge fields from a database to print 
merged correspondence 

 Create an Excel workbook, format cells, write formulas 

 Demonstrate the ability to use MS Office technology in a business situation 

 Present responses to a Request for Proposal 
 
STAGE TWO 
 
PERFORMANCE TASKS 
After learning to properly format letters, memos, invitations, etc., students will create a database and 
merge fields from the database into correspondence in several different personal and business 
applications.   



 
 

1. Task 1 – Insurance Company Database to record Clients and Losses, Excel workbook to 
calculate premium and losses. 

2. Task 2 – Students will use this knowledge and understanding to answer a Request for Proposal 
to plan a Sweet 16 party, including quotations for venue, food, music, decorations, and 
calculation of their party planning fee within a budget.  Students will present their findings to 
their client. 

3. Task 3 – Students will write a thank you letter to guest speaker(s) in proper block style format. 
 
OTHER EVIDENCE 
Completion of assigned practice exercises 
Classroom discussion and interaction during activities 
 
STAGE THREE 
 
LEARNING PLAN 
Business Correspondence 

 Demonstrate properly formatted letters and memos.  Students create a labeled sample of 
their own to use for reference. 

 Demonstrate creating a database using Excel and merging database fields into Word 
documents to create form letters.  Students will use the database to merge letters, memos, 
and invitations. 

 Demonstrate creating and formatting cells in an Excel worksheet recalling/reviewing formulas 
which students may have been taught in middle school. 

 
Business Applications: 

 Students will become insurance agents to create an Excel workbook, which will be used as 
both a database to record client names, loss data, and premium calculations.  Students will 
use the workbook to write renewal “form” letters to customers incorporating results from the 
previous policy period. 

 Student will work with a partner to create a “party planning” business.  They will receive a 
Request for proposal to plan a Sweet Sixteen party.  Using the understanding of integrated 
technology, students will demonstrate the ability to answer the RFP and make a presentation 
to the client.   

 
 

  



 
 

Curriculum Resources - Differentiated Instruction 
 

Special Education Interventions in General Education 
 

Visual Supports 
Extended time to complete tests and assignments 
Graphic Organizers 
Mnemonic tricks to improve memory 
Study guides 
Use agenda book for assignments 
Provide a posted daily schedule 
Use of classroom behavior management system 
Use prompts and model directions 
Use task analysis to break down activities and lessons into each individual step needed to 
complete the task 
Use concrete examples to teach concepts 
Have student repeat/rephrase written directions 
Heterogeneous grouping 
 

Resources: 
 

Do to Learn: 
http://www.do2learn.com/  
 

Sen Teacher: 
http://www.senteacher.org/  
 

Intervention Central: 
http://www.interventioncentral.org/  
 

Learning Ally: 
https://www.learningally.org/  
 

English Language Learners Interventions in Regular Education 
Resources: 
 

FABRIC - Learning Paradigm for ELLs (NJDOE) 
www.nj.gov/education/bilingual/pd/fabric/fabric.pdf  
 

http://www.do2learn.com/
http://www.senteacher.org/
http://www.interventioncentral.org/
https://www.learningally.org/
http://www.nj.gov/education/bilingual/pd/fabric/fabric.pdf


 
 

Guide to Teaching ELL Students 
http://www.colorincolorado.org/new-teaching-ells  
 

Edutopia - Supporting English Language Learners 
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/strategies-and-resources-supporting-ell-todd-finley  
 

Reading Rockets 
http://www.readingrockets.org/reading-topics/english-language-learners  
 

Gifted and Talented Interventions in Regular Education 
Resources: 
 
Who are Gifted and Talented Students 
http://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2015/09/28/443193523/who-are-the-gifted-and-talented-and-
what-do-they-need  
 

Hoagies Gifted Education Page 
http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/programs.htm  
 

21st Century Learning 
Resources: 
 

 
Partnership for 21st Century Learning 
http://www.p21.org/  
 

Career Ready Practices (NJDOE) 
http://www.nj.gov/education/cte/hl/CRP.pdf  
 

 

http://www.colorincolorado.org/new-teaching-ells
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/strategies-and-resources-supporting-ell-todd-finley
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http://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2015/09/28/443193523/who-are-the-gifted-and-talented-and-what-do-they-need
http://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2015/09/28/443193523/who-are-the-gifted-and-talented-and-what-do-they-need
http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/programs.htm
http://www.p21.org/
http://www.nj.gov/education/cte/hl/CRP.pdf

